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APPROXIMATING ZARISKI DECOMPOSITION

OF BIG LINE BUNDLES

BY TAKAO FUJITA

In this note we prove the following

THEOREM. Let L be a line bundle on a variety V with n = dimV. Suppose
that h\V, tL)^dίn/n ! +ύ(t) for infinitely many positive integers t, where φ(ΐ) is
a function with \imt->^φ(t)/tn=Q and d is a positive real number. Then, for any
ε>0, there is a birational morphism π : M-+V together with an effective Q-divisor
E on M such that H—π^L—E is a semiample Q-bundle with Hn>d — ε.

If H\ίπ*L)=H°(ίH) for every t>0 such that tE is a Z-divisor, then π*L =
E+H is a Zariski decomposition of L. In such a case we have h°(V, lL) =
dtn/n !+(lower order terms) for d = Hn. However, unfortunately, such a de-
composition does not always exist. Our result can be viewed as an approxi-
mation of Zariski decomposition.

Combined with other techniques, our theorem can be used to derive various
inequalities concerning intersection numbers of line bundles. In many cases it
is almost as powerful as the theory of singular Hermitian metrics (cf. [Dl],
[D2]) or the theory of analytic Zariski decomposition (cf. [T]). Details of
such applications will be discussed elsewhere.

For the proof of the theorem, we use the following

LEMMA 1. Let L be a line bundle on V. Suppose that H—L — E+G is nef
and big Q-bundle for some effective Q-divisor E, G such that Hn~lE—^. Then
any component of E is a fixed component of \ L \ .

Proof. The following argument is just a variant of [F; (2.5)]. Replacing
V by some birational model and pulling thing back if necessary, we can
assume that L = F+M with BsM=0, where F is the fixed part of L\. It
suffices to derive a contradiction assuming that G+F—E is not effective as a
Q-divisor.

Take an effective Q-divisor D such that H—εD is ample for any small
ε>0. Take small enough ε such that εD+G+F—E is not effective. Since
L—F is nef, A=H—εD+L—F is an ample Q-bundle. Now, as in [F], take a
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birational morphism π : 7'-* V such that π*E=Eΰ+Eί, π*(εD+G + F)=
and jBιΠΛ=0. Note that π^E^Q.

As in [F], B=F1 + π*A=E1+2π*H is nef as a Q-bundle. Moreover,
Hn~lπ*E=Q implies H^E^Q, so (2H)n=(2H)n~1B, which yields 2HBn~l^Bn

by the Index Theorem as in [F]. Hence O^^^i^rM)"-1^^"-1;^,
contradiction.

Next we prove the following

LEMMA 2. Lgf B be a nef and big line bundle on a normal variety V with
d i m V — n and let E=ΣμiEl be an effective divisor such that A=B+E is nef.
Then h\V, A)-h\V, B)^n(An-Bn).

Proof. By virtue of desingularization theory we may assume that V is
smooth. Let Γ be the set of Γs such that (A-\-B)n~1El>0, and set mί =
Maxα+δ=:n-ι AaBbEl for each ι. Since both A and B are nef, rat>0 if and only
if fe/+. Now we choose a sequence S0— £, Sίf ••• of divisors in the follow-
ing way: Each S} is a Z-linear combination of E^s and SJ—SJ^ί—Ei(j) for
some *(/). If S -i — Σ^£r, i(j) is chosen from the z's where Ui/μt attains the
maximum value r}. Moreover, if rj—ni/μi for some ze/+, i(j) should be
chosen from such indices in 7+. Thus, finally, we have Sμ=Q for μ=^μif

We claim h°(B+S^-h\B+Sj)^nmi(Jy for any j.
First we consider the case i(j)<£Γ. Then gJ=Maxi^I+vi/μi<rJ by the

choice of /(/). We set Sj-ι—qjE=F—G for some effective Q-divisors F, G.
Then iφΓ for any component El of F, so Hn

J-
1El=0 for //,=^+(l— ̂ )B=

B+qjE. Hj is nef and big, and H,=B+Sj-ι—F+G, hence any component of
ί is a fixed component of IB+S^J by Lemma 1. In particular Λ°(β+SJ_1)=
h°(B+Sj), as claimed.

Next we consider the case i(j)<=I+. Take a birational morphism π : M-*Ei(j}

such that M is smooth and ^\(B+SJ.l)Ei^\-F+\H\ with Bs|/ί|=0, where
F is the fixed part. Let p : M-*PN be the morphism induced by \H\ and let

m^ and w=degW. Let X be a general fiber of M-47. Since
is nef and big on M, it is so on X too, hence AaBbX>Q for some α, &

with α+6=dim^=7z-l-^. Then AaBbX^l, so u;^w;/lα^δ^=.4α5δ//*{M}
for Pj^rjA+^-r^B-B+r^E, since P, is nef and Pj-H=
is an effective Q-divisor on M. By computation we have

*«=o ( J)rKl-^

=m<(,), so w<mi(j). Since Δ(W,O(l))=k + w- N -1^0, we infer Λβ(£ i(ι/),
^k + w^n — l+mi(j)<znmi(j}. This proves the claim.

Thus the claim is established in any case. Now we infer h\A)

- +-n- τ

nΣ>a+*=n-ιAaBbE=nΣa+b=n-ι(Aa+1Bb-AaBb+1)=n(An--Bn). Thus the lemma
is proved.
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Proof of the Theorem. Since κ(L)=n by assumption, there is a number c
such that Λ°(ίL)>0 for all ί^>c. We wil l derive a contradiction assuming that
Hn<d-ε for all π and E.

Replacing ε if necessary, we may assume that H"^d — ε—ε/(2n) I for some
H0=π%L—Eo, π 0 : VQ-^V. Let m>0 be an integer such that mEQ is a Z-divisor
and BslmT/ol^O- Now, for any integer s>0, we claim h\smL)<^h0(smH0}+
nsnmnε/2n!. To see this, take a birational morphism π: V'—*V such that
τr* |smL —F-\-\A\ with Bs|./4|=0, where F is the fixed part. We may as-
sume that π factors through π0: VQ-*V and \Λ—(smH0)V'\^=9 Hence h\smL)
= h°(Λ')^h\smHQ)Jrn(Λn-snmnH1S) by Lemma 2. By assumption (A/sm)n^
d — ε, hence An—snmnHn

0<*snmne/2n\, and the claim follows.
By the hypothesis of the theorem we have a sequence {tj} such that lim^eof,

= 00 and /ι°(V, t}L)l^dtnj/n\+φ(tj). For each ,̂ let s} be the least integer such
that sjm^tj+c. Then h\tjL)^h\ssmL\ so d/J/n!4-^(0) ̂  h°(sjmHQ) +
nsrjmnε/2n ! ̂  sn

1m
n(d — $)/n \ + ns7jmnε/2n \+φ(sjm) for some polynomial φ of

degree ^w —1. By the choice of s3, we have tj>(sj—ϊ)m—c, so dt"/n\+φ(tj)
— dsn

jm
n/n\+φ'(Sj) with lim 0/(s^)/s5=0. Comparing the coefficients of sj in

both sides, we get d<d — ε+nε/n, a contradiction as desired.
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